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AlpStore Status Quo- and Masterplans:
Status Quo Reports: All subconsortia describe the regional situation in their pilot region concerning
the current impact and future trends of hybrid, electric and gas powered vehicles, energy storage
systems, smart grids and renewable energy sources - taking planned demonstration sites as representative examples and considering transnational opportunities (e.g. roaming with electric cars, cross
border aggregation of flexibility of mobile storages).
Masterplans: All subconsortia develop holistic masterplans for their respective regions with the specific emphases listed in Table 1. The masterplans build on the overarching STORM principle as developed in WP4 (see Appendix). With the masterplans developed in WP5 decision makers in the involved regions are to receive long-range concepts to enhance their regional and municipal development planning. With many different types of regions being involved many other decision making and
planning processes in the Alpine Space can be informed by these masterplans as blueprints.
Table 1: Overview of AlpStore Status Quo- and Masterplans:
No. Region
Specific Emphasis of Masterplan according Application
1 West Milan
IT
EV fleet management and VPS, involvement of ESCO
and PAES for efficient energy management
2 Aosta
IT
“AOSTA Valley Regional Energy Plan 2011-2020”
3 Lombardy
IT
electric public transport
integration of VPS long term plan (gas, PV) with sustainable mobility needs and storage opportunities
4 Alsace
FR
fleet management with EV and fuel cell vehicles in office buildings
5 Vorarlberg
AT small hydro pump vs. mobile and stationary battery
storage, mass roll-out of EV
6 Güssing
AT mobile vs. stationary use of biogas
7 Haslital Brienz
CH controlled charging with 2nd life batteries in semipublic areas (supermarkets)
8 Gorenjska
SI
off grid situations of small mountain villages

9 Allgäu

DE

10 Ebersberg

DE

11 Berchtesgaden

DE

12 Ticino
13 Liechtenstein

CH
LI
FL

integrated storage and mobility for public transport,
electric car and e-bike charging infrastructure
fully integrated plus energy houses
managing biogas and wind energy in Ebersberg
small hydro pump, pressed air storage in salt mines in
Berchtesgaden
Ticino RE Platform
potential for RES in various settlement forms
(masterplan focused on potential for RES in various
settlement forms)
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1 Summary
This document is the preliminary analysis for the application of the AlpStore concept in the area of
the province of Mantova with the local pilot activity. The document consists of two main parts: the
Status quo analysis and the Masterplan.
The Status Quo analyzes, after a short overview of the main general characteristics of the pilot region, the current situation in the region about energy and its relations with sustainable mobility:
energy production from conventional power plants and renewable energy sources (RES) plants; energy consumption and its trends; energy transmission and distribution, focusing on existing smart
grid/virtual power systems (VPS) experiences; energy storages, analyzing existing or future technologies and their existing, experimental and future applications; current applied storages, their characteristics, strengths and weaknesses and the future opportunities.
The Masterplan represents a comprehensive general long-term strategy for achieving the objective
to connect local renewable energy production and local consumption, including sustainable mobility,
with a new structure that supports and facilitates the increasing of renewable energy production and
the diffusion of Electric Vehicles (EV) and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV). Energy storages are
the key to achieve this objective: the Masterplan describes which technologies are interesting for
Mantova and which options/choices have to be done during the next years, showing long term vision
and goals, the future regional storage park, and defining a roadmap and the main characteristics of
the general implementation structure and of the AlpStore pilot action.
Storages and VPS could represent the best solution for the local integration of renewable energy and
mobile and stationary consumptions.

2 The Pilot Region
Mantua and its province are marked by a specific individuality. A border country among three regions, Mantua has a thousand-year-old history of art, culture and political independence, which have
left a strong and perceptible imprint of unusual characteristics and dimensions. Mantua is a provincial town but also a capital. The entire province, seemingly uniform and profoundly a son of the Po
Valley, offers an unexpected complexity: you go from the morainic hills close to the Garda Lake to
the lush banks of the Mincio and Oglio Rivers, from the furrow carved by the Po River in the middle
and south of the province to the unusual contour of the three lakes surrounding the provincial capital.
With a population of 408,000 inhabitants and 70 Municipalities widespread on a small area of
2,339 km2 with a density of 174/km2 the province of Mantova has always based its economic
strength on agriculture: rural population was not affected by emigration. Economic problems of under development raised in the context of the general industrial development of Northern Italy.
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Figure 1 The province of Mantova in Italy

Business structure
Added Value (11,64 bln € in 2011)
Trade and services 60% - Industry and manufacture 30%
Agriculture 4% - Building Sector 6%

Figure 2 The province of Mantova map
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Companies
42,500 companies (2012) are registered by the Chamber of Commerce of Mantua 38.900 of which
are active. Most of them are small or medium sized (99,3% have less than 40 employees). About one
third of them deal with artisan or handicraft activities. About 50 large companies deal with chemical,
mechanical and clothing sector, with more than 250 employees each.

Agriculture
The agricultural sector plays an important role within the province economy, also the agricultural
machinery production is well developed in the province. In fact water and fertile soil have, over the
centuries, caused a farming vocation in the area: today more than 8,500 firms are based in agriculture (2012). The plain is mainly watered and the land is fit for seed and forage. Agriculture production is mainly oriented towards animal productions: 325,000 milk cows (2011) and 1,300,000
pigs(2010). 85% of the milk produced is transformed by the dairy industry into many different products, among them the typical and protected denomination of origin production of Grana Padano
(1.350.989 whole cheeses in 2012) and Parmigiano Reggiano (Parmesan, 370.057 whole cheeses in
2012).
Wine quality production characterises northern Mantova area; fruits and vegetables are distributed
in the Southern part of the province.

Manufacturing
In this area the main productive initiatives in the industrial field were linked to public – governmental
policies (such as an important oil refinery factory established near Mantova).
The province industry consists of 5 main sectors:
1) clothing, textile, hosiery;
2) food industry
3) mechanical (with relevant European groups in metallurgical and engineering industries)
4) wood-working chipboard production, brushes, paint-brushes.
5) chemical
One interesting productive feature is the organisation of companies into Industrial districts (clusters).
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Social profile
The area has no major urban centres (the main city being Mantova with 47.000 inhabitants): the
population is not organised on urban poles, but rather disseminated in middle-sized towns, in microvillages and isolated farms.
Some traditionally rural areas, such as Destra Secchia, are underdeveloped.
The town of Mantova is the 24th in Italy as for pro capita added value. And the Province of Mantova
is the 10th.
Age structure: 0-14 (13,8 %); 15-64 (64,6 %); > 64 (21,6 %). DATA 2012 Province of Mantova.

Energy consumption
Electricity consumptions, in Mantova, was 3,783 GWh in 2011 (70% in industry sector) with an average consumption of 9,3 MWh per person.
Concerning methane, today the consumption within the province is very high: in the four electric
power plants only, about 350.000.000 m3 are burnt monthly.
In 2006 the whole quantity of gas yearly sold in the Province of Mantova was almost 5.000.000.000
m3.
Electric power plants in the area produce energy well beyond the needs of the reference area and
the production will be increased so to create an Energy district in the province of Mantova.
In fact the province of Mantova is characterized by the presence of some electric power stations: the
two thermoelectric power plants of Sermide and Ostiglia – on the left bank of the Po river – the one
in Ponti sul Mincio and a turbogas in Mantova city centre. These plant produce 21.000 Gwhe, one
third of the ptoduction of the whole Lombardy Region (year 2010).
By 2010 the "Regional Energy Plan" foresees a new turbo gas cycle power station in Mantova (effective from 2005), a new electric power station in the IES oil refinery to strengthen the already existing
district heating in Mantova (32.500 inhabitants served) and some other projects of reconversion and
enlargement of the old electric power plants. This will drive the Province of Mantova to increase its
GWhe net electric energy produced of 69%.
b) RES
Nevertheless, within the province area, some experiences in renewable energies exploitation have
been experimented.
8
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The City of Mantova has been carrying on an integrated automotive project "Zero Regio Project" for
the development of H2 infrastructure systems integrated in conventional refueling stations. The project, in collaboration with the Lombardy region and 14 international partners (Daimler-Chrisler, FIAT,
EC-JRC, ENI, Bocconi University, Lund University, etc.), is focused on the on-site H2 production,
transport, storage and refueling into a multy-energy station.
At the same time also the thermal solar (hot water instead of energy) was encouraged with some call
for projects by the Lombardy region.
There are furthermore many project for the exploitation of water jumps on natural and artificial
channels, flowing on the provincial territory, with the realization of mini-hydroelectric power plants.

Environmental characteristics and problems relating to energy
The increased energy plants foreseen for the year 2005 will have severe consequences in terms of
air-environment pollution (PM10, for example), in an already critical situation, concerning industrial
activities.
In the picture below is shown the amount of pollution in the Province of Mantova due to industrial
activities. The weight of energy production and fuels transformation sectors on the air-environment
pollution is evident, particularly in terms of polluting substances: these two sectors affect on and are
responsible of 95% of SO2, 77% of CO2 and 64% of NOX emissions.
The main companies which determined, in a great part, this situation are: the thermoelectric power
plants of Sermide, Ostiglia and Ponti sul Mincio, the petrochemistry industry (Polimeri Europa, ex
Enichem) and the IES oil refinery.
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ARPA Lombardia - Lombardy Region. Emssions in the Province of Mantova in 2001 (t/year except CO2 in kt/year)
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Commitment of the Province of Mantova for Agenda 21
The provincial government in 2002 has approved (D.G.P. n. 353 17/10/2002) the programmatic
guidelines for the implementation of Agenda 21 principles, with the aim of promoting a wide participation of different sectors of the public administration and of co-ordinating the different strategic
actions, the Province has established the following bodies:
Technical Scientific Committee: composed of experts in the field Economy, Environmental law, management of the territory and in sustainable development policies.
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Technical Secretariat: The Technical Secretariat has to be considered as the Agenda 21 office of the
Province. The TS is a co-ordinating office that makes external animation, involves the interested
stakeholders, organises forum etc.
The Province has indicated four thematic areas for the development of Agenda 21:
Parks and protected areas; Rivers; waste policy; Environmental education.
The final product of these four processes is presented in one single document called PASS (Action
Plan for sustainable development approved on September 15th 2004 by the Provincial Council) and
will summarise the programmatic lines, the ideas of the project and the operational decisions
emerged from these four thematic areas.
Several Actions have been undertaken by the Province in the framework of Agenda 21
-

2001: report on the State of the Environment in the territory of Mantova

-

April 2001: Conference on sustainable development and safeguard of natural sources with
the participation of relevant speakers at national level belonging to the public and politic institutions.

-

2001: project for the implementation of an account system and environmental and territorial
budget (Project BAT-MN) with the aims of creating a codified and implemented database in
digital format that allow the monitoring and control, through real indicators and an annual
budgetary relation, the “environmental presentation” of the Province.

-

2001: Project Tandem with Lead Partner the Province of Bologna, financed by LifeEnvironment EU funds with the aim of fostering the collaboration between public administrations for the widespread of EMAS system

-

Project ARMOSA (activation of a monitoring network for agriculture soils in Lombardy Region) financed by the Region Lombardy and by the Province of Mantova

-

Project AgriBMPWater with the aim of improving and applying agricultural best practices for
the improvement of water quality.

-

2002: Training course for “Experts on Local Sustainable Development” that has involved 20
functionaries of local authorities and has been financed by the Ministry of Environment.

The Province has been very active in the organisation of activities (especially in schools) aimed at
promoting an environmental awareness.

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES FOR THE AREA RELATED TO ENERGY
Energy policies are developed at two levels: Regional and Provincial
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REGIONAL POLICIES AND PLANS
a. REGIONAL ENERGY PLAN
The objective of the "Lombardy Region Energy Plan" – the main document in the field of energy – is
to ensure the regional energy demand, representing the 20% of the entire national demand, trying to
maximize the utilization of the local renewable resources (biomass, waste, thermal solar, photovoltaic, hydroelectric) and to develop the utilization of clean fuel in transports and heating systems. A
particular attention is dedicated at the renewable energies: development of plants and diffusion of
information on energy saving. The aim is to double the contribution of the renewable sources at the
energy supply system in Lombardy.
Despite the general objective of producing a sustainable energy system the regional plan has allowed
the authorization for the increase of energy production in Mantova area, so that the province of
Mantova will be confirmed as the thermoelectric/turbo gas “Energy district” supplying the whole
region.
b. RURAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2000-06
The regional rural development plan comprises one measure aimed at promoting the biomass production, specially connected to forestry and wood, as well as aids for buying the needed machinery;
the same measure also fosters the reuse of abandoned forestry surface.
Thanks to this measure about 3000 hectares of new biomass plants should be in place by 2006.
The Region has also dedicated 25.425.822 Euros for a specific call for proposal for aids in ordet to
promote the production of electricity from renewable sources in agriculture.
c. REGIONAL PLAN FOR THE IMPLEMENTAION OF THE NATIONAL BIO-FOSSIL PROGRAMME
(PROBIO)
The regional plan for PROBIO implementation, approved by CIPE deliberation 5 February 2000, includes some actions aimed at promoting the use of renewable sources in agriculture, such as the
implementation of self-energetic-efficiency for farms, the promotion of « pellet » production, biomass and other renewable fuels extensive use; moreover the plan aims at promoting re-forestation
throughout the region, and the creation of buffer strips, with a related implementation of energy
production chain.

PROVINCIAL POLICIES AND PLANS
a) provincial energy plan
The Province of Mantova is presently defining the provincial energy plan according to the guidelines
defined by the Regional Energy plan, with the main aim of setting the conditions for the development
12
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of a sustainable and eco-compatible energy system in the area, the priorities of the provincial plan
will be : renewable sources, energy saving, in order to attain a better environmental protection and
an economic development that may be really sustainable.
Strategic actions and activities will be necessarily integrated in the planning instruments of the Province in other fields (agriculture, urban planning, road network plan, etc.) to strengthen the existing
synergies and to co-ordinate different actions of the Institution as a whole, for a better environment
protection and a real sustainable economic development.
Calls for projects to co-finance private use of renewable energies and energy saving instruments will
be launched.
b) other projects and plans
In the light of the regional planning identifying the province of Mantova as “Energy district”, in recent
years the Provincial Government has already developed specific policy lines concerning renewable
energies, that are horizontal to sectorial policies such as environment protection, agriculture, infrastructure development, in order to balance the “traditional” energy production; the main plans, projects and actions taken are:
Fo.R.Agri project « Renewable sources in Agriculture in the province of Mantova »
The Project Fo.R.Agri (Renewable sources in agriculture) developed in partnership with the Province
of Mantova and the Lombardy Region is aimed at involving farms in energetic field, in order to address them towards two guiding principles: energy production from renewable sources and energy
saving measures. Actions are focused on production of clean energy from sources like biogas and
biomass and promotion in farms the installation of solar panels. The agro-energetic industry should
be created from these and other interventions. This new industry must guarantee a significant contribution to renewable energy sources production and consequently to a sustainable development
model. Altogether Lombardy Region and the Province of Mantova will finance the project for a total
amount of 2.250.000 euro for three years period (2005-2007).

Integrated development plan of “Basso Mantovano” Southern Mantova.
The development plan of “basso mantovano”, a strategy adopted in 2002 for the development of the
“Objective 2” area in the province of Mantova, designed with the participation of all relevant Municipalities and stakeholders sets, among the 4 priorities, the protection of environment. Within this
priority a specific goal concerns the development of renewable sources and energy saving. It is to
note that the objective 2 area within the province is the one concerned by electric power stations.
In this framework several specific projects on energy saving and development of renewable sources
have been developed in order to apply for funding or have been carried out thanks to objective 2
structural funds and the support and coordination of the Provincia di Mantova.
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The main projects and project ideas are:
Fossil Free Energy project of Roncoferraro Municipality
Total cost 1.016.000 euros, status : ongoing
the project aims at using a technology mix of renewable energy sources together with the implementation of measures in order to decrease the demand and increase efficiency of public heating ; the
final outcome will be the fulfilment 100% of the public heating demand without use of fossil fuel
within the Municipality of Roncoferraro.
Thanks to the intensive agriculture of the area biomass and vegetal oil will be produced and used
within the same local area, with a consequent extra saving on production costs.
Technological renovation of the heating plant for the Municipal school of San Giacomo D/S Municipality
Total cost: 150.000 euros, status: application to be submitted for funding
The old gas heating plant will be re-built into a bio-mass heating plant
Photovoltaic plant for the gym in Sermide Municipality
Total cost: 97.000 euros; status: completed
Sustainable public lighting of cycling routes in Bagnolo San Vito Municipality
Total cost: 350.000 euros; status: application to be submitted for funding
The project foresees the implementation of a photovoltaic system instead of the existing traditional
system, within the Regional Natural Park of Mincio.
Energy saving project for sports premises in Ostiglia Municipality
Total cost: 40.000 euros; status: application to be submitted for funding
Implementation of a Biomass plant and co-generation system for heating and co-generation in public
buildings in Quingentole Municipality
Total cost: 890.000 euros; status: application to be submitted for funding
This project aims re-using biomass collected by the Waste management Municipal Agency in order to
produce 100% heating and electricity for all public buildings by using innovative technologies.
Moreover the Province of Mantova participates, as partner, with Municipality of Suzzara, Comunità
Montana Val Seriana, Municipality of Lainate and Province of Lecco to the project “Orientation and
economic development of Renewable energies and of research for the electric system in Lombardy
objective 2 areas”, the project coordinator being CESI, the leading Research centre in Italy on electric
systems. The project aims at identifying pilot projects on Energy saving and Renewables, and provid14
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ing technical assistance for the growth of local demand of products and services in this field, as well
as large scale dissemination in the local peripheric and rural areas
The Province of Mantova actively participated in the project as a partner, organizing workshops, pilot
actions and implementing three of the six pilot projects.
To sum up, the province is concerned with opposing trends: on one side regional and national
framework policies identify the area as traditional energy provider for a large part of Northern Italy,
on the other side Municipalities and the provincial government (with the support of the Region) are
developing innovative policies regarding RES and energy saving, wishing to characterize the province
as a best practice in these fields. The former policies are supported by local public opinion, concerned with environmental and health impact of increased energy plants in the area.
Development and promotion of AGIRE local energy agency
EGS Energy Governance School Project
AlpEnergy Project
LiCEA Project
DanubEnergy Project
EPIC Project

AGRICULTURE AND SMEs
In field renewable sources in agriculture, the Province of Mantova has already some experience,
thanks to the creation of a project financed by the Province itself, together with the Region Lombardy. The Project Foragri (Renewable sources in agriculture) aims at:
-

exploiting in a better way the sources of the agricultural sector;

-

discovering the clean energy, a different source of Energy that comes from solar energy and
from alternative sources (biomass, livestock sewage etc);

-

protecting the environment;

The Provincial administration of Mantova is deeply committed in the local social-economic development and in the protection of the environment. Thanks to the Project Foragri the energy production
created by renewable sources of energy is now promoted and financed. This is a new and innovative
project in Italy and a mission given to the Province, that is to start and teach a new culture of energy
and of production, with respect of our land, the air, the water and all natural sources that are essential for us.
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3 Status quo of Energy System
The energy production is one of the main activity in the province of Mantova, that produces about 5
times its energy consumption, almost entirely by conventional power plants with fossil fuel, most of
all natural gas.
The available data, drawn from the provincial energy plan and from TERNA statistics, show a critic
situation in the province regarding energy situation, were the production of energy from polluting
traditional sources is relevant, and the efforts towards the development of renewable energy
sources is being developed, but is still in a start-up phase.

3.1

Energy Production

3.1.1 Conventional Power Plants

Mantua is the second province in Italy for installed power and energy production by thermoelectric
plants. The first province is Brindisi, that is located on the sea, in an area subject of sea breeze and
wind, where the dispersion of pollutants is easier than in the Po Valley, where the lack of wind facilitates their stagnation.

Figure 3 Thermoelectric Power in Italy 2008 (Terna)
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Figure 4 Thermolectric production in Italy 2008 (Terna)

This big production is due to the presence of 4 main power plants. 3 of them were constructed during the last century and repowered after 2000 with the conversion to gas turbine groups. The Enipower plant in Mantova it’s a new plant realized between 2004 and 2006. Their total power is 3689
MW.
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Table 1 List of main conventional thermolectric groups in province of Mantova (Terna)

The energy production by conventional power plants is decreasing during the last years, for two main
reasons:
-

The economic crisis that reduced industrial production and final consumption and need since
2009;

-

The increasing electric production by renewable energy sources that in Italy, by law, has priority input in the grid, and the energy saving solutions applied to buildings and industries, often supported and promoted by public actions.

The conventional plants investors are worried by the reduction of production and working hours of
the plants, because their economic plans could be drastically modified.

3.1.2 Renewable Energies
The first renewable energy plants were realized in the province of Mantova during 80’s and 90’s of
the last century. They are thermal solar systems, most of all domestic for the production of hot water
and old biogas plants for the production of hot water and, sometimes, electricity. Some plants are
still working. They were generally realized by dairies and cheese factories for self consumption. During the last years, supported by national and local incentives and laws, new plants were realized, in
particular, in the province of Mantova, photovoltaic and biogas plants. The Po Valley, has no wind
and big waterfalls for efficient energy production.

 Water
There are few hydro power plants in the Province of Mantova. The main plants are in the north part
of the province, in the hilly area near Garda lake. In the upper part of the Mincio river, between
Garda lake and the town of Mantova, there are some waterfalls with heights from 1 to 15 m and
average flow of 10 ÷ 20 m3/s.
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Figure 5 Mincio River (AIPO)

The main plants are the ENEL Montecorno plant near Volta Mantovana, maximum power 3 MW, and
the Montina plant, near Ponti sul Mincio, 0,66 MW.
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Figure 6 Montina mini hydro turbine

Figure 7 Montina mini hydro and the weir in Salionze (Consorzio di bonifica Alta e Media Pianura
Mantovana)

Another important mini hydro plant realized in the province is in the thermoelectric power plant of
Ostiglia: the cooling water flow of the plant and the different level of the plant and the river in the
input point allow a rated power of 2,24 MW.
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Figure 8 The E.ON mini hydro plant in Ostiglia

Name

Place

Specifics

Rated Power [kW]

Energy production [wh]

Centrale idroelettrica
Montina Consorzio di
Bonifica Alta e Media
Pianura Mantovana

Ponti sul
Mincio

Energia idrica (salto
nominale 4,1 m;
portata min/max:
4,00/16,50 mc/s)

660

2500

Centrale idroelettrica
E.ON

Ostiglia

Energia idrica

2240

5100

Centrale Enel di
Montecorno

Volta
Mantovana

Energia idrica (salto
nominale 17,6 m;
portata min/max
8/30 mc/s)

3000

16300

TOT

5.900

23.900

Table 2 Hydro plants in province of Mantova

 Wind
There are no wind turbines in province of Mantova, due to the lack of wind. Small technical opportunities in the hilly area near Garda lake are discouraged by the authority for the protection of the
landscape that generally doesn’t authorize this kind of plants in that protected area.
 Photovoltaic
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Since 2005, with the photovoltaic incentive system called “Conto Energia”, many PV plants have
been realized in Mantova: both small systems (rated power till 20 kW) for domestic use, both bigger
plants for industrial consumption and for the input in the grid and selling on the market. Plants are
realized on the roofs of buildings and on the ground, in agricultural and industrial areas. The main
development of these plants was in the period 2010/2012, because the outlook of the end of the
incentive system stimulated their construction and installation. The end of the incentive in 2013 and
the laws to prevent their construction on agricultural fields have stopped drastically the installation
of new plants.
The total rated power in Mantova is about 150 MW for a total production of about 180.000 MWh.
The total number is about 1650 with an average rated power 9 kW.

Figure 9 PV plant in province of Mantova

 Combined heat and power generation
Since 2006, with the national green cards incentive for energy production from biomasses, the production of biogas and energy with CHP systems in the province of Mantova is increasing a lot. They
are realized most of all in farms and the common size is 1 MW rated power. They are generally fed
with silage cereals (about 70%) and farm waste as slurry (about 30%). During the last years the incentive systems is promoting in particular small size plants (about 100 kW) fed mainly by waste.
There are about 50 authorized plants in the province of Mantova (existing or in construction) for a
total rated power of 60 MW and a total energy production of 440.000 MWh.
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Figure 10 Biogas plant in province of Mantova

3.2

Energy Consumption

The energy demand in Province of Mantova in 2011 is deivided into the following sectors:

Mantova
Tipi Attività

2010
mln KWh

2011
mln KWh

Var
%

177,9
2.507,1

197,5
2.437,7

11,0
-2,8

1.
2.

AGRICOLTURA
INDUSTRIA

3.

Manifatturiera di base

999,4

928,1

-7,1

4.
5.

Siderurgica
Metalli non Ferrosi

150,7
9,8

153,2
9,0

1,7
-8,2

6.

Chimica

530,3

446,0

-15,9

7.

- di cui fibre

0,0

0,0

0,0

8.
9.

Materiali da costruzione
- estrazione da cava

129,2
7,2

125,0
6,6

-3,3
-8,3

10. - ceramiche e vetrarie

87,9

87,2

-0,8

11. - cemento, calce e gesso
12. - laterizi

0,9
11,9

0,9
9,7

0,0
-18,5

13. - manufatti in cemento

14,4

14,1

-2,1

6,8

6,4

-5,9

179,5
168,7

195,0
184,4

8,6
9,3

14. - altre lavorazioni
15. Cartaria
16. - di cui carta e cartotecnica
17. Manifatturiera non di base

1.243,1

1.267,9

2,0

18. Alimentare
19. Tessile, abbigl. e calzature

313,1
377,4

322,3
372,6

2,9
-1,3

20. - tessile

348,5

342,8

-1,6

23,1
0,3

23,4
0,2

1,3
-33,3

5,6

6,1

8,9

21. - vestiario e abbigliamento
22. - pelli e cuoio
23. - calzature
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24. Meccanica

172,9

180,3

4,3

9,3

11,0

18,3

26. Mezzi di Trasporto
27. - di cui mezzi di trasporto terrestri

58,4
58,3

57,4
57,4

-1,7
-1,5

28. Lavoraz. Plastica e Gomma

63,3

62,2

-1,7

59,0
241,0

57,6
252,3

-2,4
4,7

25. - di cui apparecch. elett. ed elettron.

29. - di cui articoli in mat. plastiche
30. Legno e Mobilio
31. Altre Manifatturiere

17,0

20,7

21,8

32. Costruzioni
33. Energia ed acqua

10,9
253,7

10,4
231,3

-4,6
-8,8
0,0

34. Estrazione Combustibili

0,2

0,2

135,7

141,8

4,5

90,7
27,1

60,8
28,6

-33,0
5,5

38. TERZIARIO

621,2

637,9

2,7

39. Servizi vendibili
40. Trasporti

476,4
47,9

495,1
49,8

3,9
4,0
2,9

35. Raffinazione e Cokerie
36. Elettricita' e Gas
37. Acquedotti

41. Comunicazioni
42. Commercio
43. Alberghi, Ristoranti e Bar
44. Credito ed assicurazioni

17,4

17,9

203,3

203,4

0,0

64,2
17,8

63,0
17,7

-1,9
-0,6

45. Altri Servizi Vendibili

125,8

143,3

13,9

46. Servizi non vendibili
47. Pubblica amministrazione

144,8
30,3

142,8
30,6

-1,4
1,0

45,3

44,4

-2,0

69,2
507,2

67,8
510,4

-2,0
0,6

48. Illuminazione pubblica
49. Altri Servizi non Vendibili
50. DOMESTICO
51. - di cui serv. gen. edifici
52. TOTALE

23,6

24,2

2,5

3.813,4

3.783,4

-0,8

Table 3 2010 and 2011 consumption in province of Mantova for different sectors

3.2.1 Trends
The energy demand in Province of Mantova is decreasing since 2008 due mainly to the economic
crisis that reduced industrial production and final consumption.
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Table 4 Consumptions per users categories per provinces 2011 (Terna)

Table 5 Consumptions per users categories per provinces 2008 (Terna)
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3.3

Energy Transmission and Distribution

3.3.1 Power grid

Figure 11 Mantova 380 kV grid: 161,2 km (2011 source TERNA)
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Figure 12 Mantova 220 kV grid: 123,7 km (2011 source TERNA)
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Figure 13 The high voltage grid in province of Mantova (AlpEnergy Status Quo)

Figure 14 The medium voltage grid in province of mantova (AlpEnergy Status Quo)
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3.3.2 Metering points

The Telegestore (remote management system) is the innovative solution that Enel has deployed
since 2001 in Italy for the remote management of the new electronic meters. It still represents the
unique smart metering solution really in operation on large scale worldwide.
More specifically, the Telegestore is a set of electronic devices and software whose main elements
are:
The electronic meter;
The concentrator installed in medium to low voltage substations, to gather the data recorded by the connected meters;
The central system for remote management of meters, processing billing information as
well as to monitor the quality of service.
Thanks to the remote management infrastructure, Enel can perform bidirectional communication
with the meters by remote, automatically and at any moment. In particular, the Telegestore allows
to easily read the consumption of its customers and remotely manage contractual operations. At the
same time, it can gather relevant data on the quality of electricity supplies while monitoring, in real
time, service continuity, intervening promptly in case of network failure or malfunctioning.
The Telegestore is not only an electronic system that allows remote consumption readings. It also
introduces new systems of two-way energy measurement (consumed energy and energy that will
eventually be produced by customers). Furthermore, the Telegestore is completely integrated into
the Enel information systems and enhances the electricity network as an information exchange
channel. Thus customers can use energy more rationally and with greater awareness. The
Telegestore is therefore essential to achieve a smart electricity system where energy consumers and
producers can take advantage of innovative services to improve energy efficiency and protect the
environment.

Electronic Meter
It’s over 10 years now that Enel has begun innovating, allowing Italian customers to view the information regarding their energy consumption thanks to electronic smart meters and the remote management infrastructure.
Enel electronic meter is an important example of innovation and it is still an unique example of such
magnitude in this field at an international level. The project began in 2001 with the installation of
electricity smart meters, data concentrator devices and remote metering management system.
Enel was the first company in the world that replaced old electromechanical meters with electronic
ones, installing 32 million of them in only five years. Today this project, so called Telegestore, repre-
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sents the largest and most widespread remote management infrastructure in the world and is a
benchmark for all energy distribution companies.
With over 99% of electronic meters already installed, Enel is well ahead of deadlines set by the Authorities:
In Italy, 95% of old devices to be replaced by 2011;
In Europe, new meters to be installed for at least 80% of electricity consumers by 2020.

How Smart meters work
By pressing the button next to the display, various items of information can be displayed concerning
electricity consumed, thus obtaining direct control of contract data and consumption. Furthermore,
thanks to management of consumption according to different time periods, it is possible to access
tariffs which better respond to various behaviours in electricity consumption with possible savings in
bills.

Figure 15 Enel smart meter

In the case in which the customer has his own electricity production plant (e.g. photovoltaic panels,
etc.) the electronic bidirectional meter shows both energy emitted into the network (via one’s own
production plant) as well as that taken from the Enel network, allowing easier management of the in
loco energy exchange contract.
The bidirectional meter can be recognised by the two arrows placed on the rating plate on the front
of the meter and by four icons on the display which indicate the direction of flow of electricity, that is
the method of energy transfer and exchange.
The data regarding the diffusion of electronic meters in Italy and abroad witness the quality of Enel’s
project:
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•
Over 32
million devices
installed
directly
by
Enel
•4
million devices
supplied
to
other
national
• 13
million
electronic
meters that
Endesa
is
• Over 1 million devices supplied to other European utilities.

Distribuzione
in
Italy;
distribution
companies;
installing
in
Spain;

Figure 16 Enel Telegestore

3.3.3 (Smart) grid issues and development status
The first smart grid application in the Province of Mantova was the Virtual Power System realized in
Suzzara by the Province of Mantova during the AlpEnergy Project. It’s a communication energy manager that collect PV and biogas plants and energy users as schools in the municipality of Suzzara. The
system is able to forecast the day ahead the energy balance of production and consumption, to
monitor the real situation and simulate a feedback regulation of the biogas plant in order to correct
the balance according with the forecast.
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Figure 17 AlpEnergy VPS pilot structure in province of Mantova

Figure 18 AlpEnergy VPS pilot scheme in province of Mantova

3.4

Energy Storage


Biogas digesters and storage tanks

The main energy storage in the province of Mantova is the tanks farm for fossil fuels in the city of
Mantova, on a side of the Mincio River. In these area there are 100 tanks owned by IES refinery with
a total volume of 660.000 m3 and a National store with 25 tanks and a total capacity of 23.000 m3 .
The fuels are transported by tank trucks, oil pipeline connecting to Marghera (Venice) and river barges. The stocked fossil fuels are:
- crude oil;
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- unleaded;
- leaded gasoline;
- propane;
- butane;
- lpg;
- diesel;
- hydrogen;
- hydrogen sulfide;
- kerosene;
- fuel oil;
- tetraethyl lead;
- Methyl tert-butyl ether.

Figure 19 The IES refinery in Mantova with the tanks farm for fossil fuels
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Figure 20 Location of the refinery and the tanks farm

The main renewable energy storages are represented by the gasometers realized in the biogas plants
in the country of the province of Mantova: they are 50, scattered in the area, near small villages or in
the middle of cultivated fields.
The usual storage size is 1 ÷ 2,5 m3 biogas per kW (electric power) with a pressure of 1,5 ÷ 5 mbar.
The lower calorific value of biogas is about 5 kWh/m3. Considering a total power of 60 MW the total
stored volume should be 60.000 ÷ 150.000 m3, 300 ÷ 750 MWh in terms of energy.

Figure 21 Biogas digesters with storages
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Power-to-Gas (methane in gas grid)

The methane grid in the province of Mantova is widely extended and widespread, it is owned, managed and maintained by TEA.

Figure 22 Gas grid (TEA)

Figure 23 Gas grid detail (TEA)

But now, as reported and explained in the AlpStore National framework, it’s still not possible for biomethane producers to use the methane grid for distributing and selling the bio-methane.


Power-to-Gas (hydrogen in gas grid)



Power-to-Gas (hydrogen local)
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In the industrial petrochemical area near the town of Mantova the Sapio factory produces hydrogen
from methane by reforming. The close IES refinery is the main hydrogen user for the desulfurization
of diesel and gasoline. There is a 8 inches pipeline to supply hydrogen to IES factory.
During the Zero Regio project, a ENI fuel station was opened in 2007 to deliver hydrogen to vehicles.
ENI was interested to experiment near the station a new hydrogen production plant. But after few
years the station is closed and abandoned because the only three hydrogen vehicles in Mantova –
the FIAT Panda developed by the project- are now in Milan and no other vehicle is able to use that
plant. The position of the station and its size are not good also for other kind of fuel and vehicles
because the industrial/river port area is still not used as it was planned.

Figure 24 Zero Regio Hydrogen Panda in Mantova

Figure 25 Zero Regio Hydrogen panda in Mantova
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Chemical storage (zeolite etc.)

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Compressed air storage

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Pump storage (regional in Alpine Space)

No experimentation/application known in the flat area.


Pump storage (Scandinavia etc.)

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Thermal energy storage systems – High temperature

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Thermal energy storage systems – Low temperature

In the province of Mantova there are some natural hot water field: water at 60 ÷ 70°C is in the
ground at 1000 ÷ 5000 m depth. They were discovered by ENI during the search for hydrocarbons.
These fields are near Sermide (not used because the holes were closed by concrete), and near Goito
in Sacca, where the hot water is used for swimming pool, spa, greenhouses and fish farming.
Moreover, many low temperature private storage systems were realized during the last years for
domestic heating.


Thermal energy storage system – Water

The district heating of Mantova, developed since 1978, has a grid of 55 km of double pipeline, supplying an equivalent number of 45.650 inhabitants and 5.250.000 m3 of heated volume, being the
third district heating in Italy in the relationship between delivered volumes per thousand inhabitants.
The main hot water production come from the Enipower that supply the hot water from the
turbogas cooling system (Heat recovery steam generator HRSG). Other methane boiler are placed in
different points in the town. The grid is still to develop: the feeder project aims to change the size of
the main pipeline to use the whole power supplied by the Enipower gas turbines power plant increasing the water flow in the pipeline. The district heating has storage of superheated water that is
going to be completed with a final volume of 500 + 1000 m3.
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Figure 26 Main boilers supllying the district heating in Mantova (TEA SpA)

Figure 27 District heating in Mantova (TEA SpA)
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Figure 28 Placing of the new main pipeline for the district heating of Mantova (TEA SpA)



Thermal energy storage system – Salt

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Thermal energy storage system – Materials like concrete, stones or sand

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Flywheels (small-sized)

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Flywheels (large-sized)

No experimentation/application known in the area.


Mobile batteries (electric vehicles)

The electric vehicles market is still to develop in Mantova, in particular about cars. Bicycles and
scooters are quite widespread, but they have small batteries. The kind of batteries used for bicycles
are: lead acid (lead gel), Li-Ion, NiCd, NiMH. Typical voltages are 12, 24, 36, 48, 72 V, while the capacity range is 4 ÷ 15 Ah. So the energy that can be stored has a common range 10 ÷ 500 Wh. Bikes have
an autonomy of 20 ÷ 100 km. Also the market of electric scooter is increasing in Mantova; typical
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characteristics are: voltage 48, 60 V; capacity 40, 45 Ah; stored energy 2000 ÷ 3000 Wh. The market
of cars is still not impacting about private vehicles: only the hybrid cars market is interesting in particular with japanese manufacturers Toyota and Honda.
The main interesting situation about electric vehicles in Mantova is about companies that supply
public services using EV. Poste Italiane, TEA and APAM use EV to supply their services in particular in
the historical center town of Mantova. Poste Italiane uses 8 “Free Duck” vehicles by Ducati Energia
(full electric or hybrid): each one is equipped with 8 lead-gel batteries 12 V – 42 Ah for a total stored
energy 4032 Wh. The vehicle has a maximum speed 45 km/h with 2 brushless motors of 2 kW each
one integrated in the rear wheel and an autonomy of about 45 km (hybrid version has a gasoline
energine 100 cc, 4 strokes, 2,2 kW max, consumption 40 km/l, autonomy > 200 km).

Figure 29 Free Duck (Ducati Energia)

Figure 30 Poste Italiane Free Duck by Ducati Energia
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The TEA subsidiary Mantova Ambiente that works on waste collection and management uses one
Piaggio Porter for the waste collection in the center town of Mantova. It has 16 lead-acid batteries 6
V, 180 Ah, total stored energy 17280 Wh, electric motor 11 kW, maximum speed 55 km/h. Mantova
Ambiente also uses some methane vehicles for the waste collection.

Figure 31 Mantova Ambiente elctric vehicle (TEA SpA)

Figure 32 Piaggio Porter battery
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Figure 33 Piaggio Porter batteries position

Figure 34 Piaggio Porter charging system

APAM provides public transport services in the province of Mantova (urban and interurban). In July
2013 APAM adds to its fleet two new hybrid (electric motor and methane generator) busses model
Horus for the circular line in the old town of Mantova. This bus is able to transport 45 passengers (11
sitting) and the driver. The vehicle has 56 6V lead-acid batteries for a total voltage 336V and capacity
180 Ah, with a total stored energy 60.480 Wh. The electric motor has a maximum power of 120 kW
at 1.800 rpm and a continuous power of 65 kW. A 30 kW methane gas micro-turbine is able to charge
the batteries that are constantly monitored, assuring an autonomy, at full load, of 170 km. The maximum speed is 70 km/h, while consumptions are: 0,6 kWh/km at 30 km/h and 0,9 kWh/km for the
urban cycle. These new hybrid busses are added to a fleet that already includes 12 methane CNG
busses (IVECO Crossway and Citelis).
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Figure 35 APAM Horus electric hybrid (methane turbine) bus (APAM)
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Figure 36 Horus electric hybrid (methane turbine) bus (ept Eco Power Technology)
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Figure 37 Horus electric hybrid (methane turbine) bus (ept Eco Power Technology)



Stationary batteries

No experimentation/application known in the area.

4 Future Energy System

4.1

Regional Energy Production

4.1.1 Conventional Power Plants

During the first ten years of this Century the local conventional power plants were converted to more
efficient turbine gas plants and new groups were also built, for example in the town of Mantova by
Enipower. Near this new plant also IES refinery has asked to build another new turbogas plant to
produce electric energy, both for the internal consumption and for selling, and steam for the refinery. But at national level, the reduction of energy consumption due to the economic crisis, energy
saving measures and the increasing of the renewable energy production is changing the scenario and
the business plans of the converted or new conventional power plants: they work much less hours
than expected and, producing and selling less energy because of the low request of the market, their
return is low. On the other side, the Province of Mantova, for its competence, disapproves the construction of new conventional power plant, because the area already produces more than 4 times
the energy needs and it’s one of the most polluted in terms of fine particles and NOx.
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4.1.2 Renewable Energies

 Water
There are some waterfalls that could be used in the area for the power production: some of them are
in the Mincio river, and others in its drainage canal, irrigation canals and in the lakes of Mantova.
This last waterfall, called Vasarina, connects the upper and the medium lakes of Mantova, is about 2
meters high and has an average flow of 16 m3/s. The hydraulic power is about 300 kW. The construction of the turbine is not yet started, because of appeal against the authorization by another applicant.

Figure 38 Vasarina Waterfall in Mantova

A study by Agire in 2011 for the Province of Mantova showed as it’s possible to realize 13 microhydro plants for a total electric power of 1,6 MW producing 10 GWh per year.
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Figure 39 Waterfall in the province of Mantova (Marengo)

A preliminary study by AIPO, the Authority of the Po River, and Lombardy Region analyze the possibility of channelization of the Po River, realizing 4 weirs in the stretch between Cremona and the
Mincio’s outfall, installing 4 bulb turbines. Three of them are in the area of the province of Mantova:
near Viadana (power 42,28 MW, height 2,66 m, flow 1820 m3/s, energy 230 GWh), Borgoforte (power 41,25 MW, height 2,70 m, flow 1750 m3/s, energy 230 GWh) and Sustinente (power 31,72 MW,
height 3,19 m, flow 1140 m3/s, energy 200 GWh). The potenziality of the project, considering also
the fourth turbine in Cremona, is about 160 MW of power and 910 GWh of renewable electric energy. It’s a complex, expensive and impacting operation that has to be analyzed much better and in
depth before authorizing it’s realization, in particular about environmental impacts and water flow
forecast.
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Figure 40 The proposed weir on Po river in Borgoforte (AIPO and Regione Lombardia)

Figure 41 Bulb turbine
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Figure 42 Existing weir on Po River

 Wind
Actually it’s difficult to think about wind farm in the province of Mantova, because the few possibilities are on the hills near Garda Lake that are protected by the landscape authority. Maybe new technologies as KiteGen could change this scenario.

Figure 43 KiteGen scheme
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 Photovoltaic
Solar energy is one of the main renewable sources available in the area with a lot of still not used
potentiality. The last laws and regulation are trying to support and promote self consumption plants
on the roof. Another important chance for the town of Mantova, where the installation of panels on
the ancient red roofs is forbidden by the landscape authority, is the development of smart grid and
virtual power system to connect photovoltaic plants located outside the town, for example on sheds,
with domestic users inside the old town.

 Combined heat and power generation
During the last years the incentive tariff for biomasses and biogas has been delivered for the production of power. For that reason a lot of biogas plants have been realized only for the power production and the heat was recovered only for the self consumption of the power plant. Biogas digesters
and co-generators to produce heat and power are strategic to extend the district heating in the villages of the province. The cost of the grid is the main problem: Municipalities, multi-utility companies
as TEA in Mantova and private investors that want to build new biogas systems have to analyze the
situation considering the cost of the grid and management but also the revenue from the heat recovering, the heating tariff and the saving of fuels and pollution (indirect savings).

4.2

Regional Energy Consumption

4.2.1 Trends
The trend of consumption is quite stable and constant in the province of Mantova: around 3.800
GWh. The persistent economic crisis and the energy saving actions on buildings and production factories let think about a weak reduction of consumption during the next 5 years.

4.3

Transmission and Distribution Grids

4.3.1 Stressors for the Regional Power Grid
Any important investment on the grid has been planned in the area.
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4.3.2

(Smart) Grid Solutions

Any important investment on the grid has been planned in the area. A smart cities project will be
developed by TEA RETE LUCE, managing the public lighting grid. This project will be widely described
in the AlpStore Master Plan, because it is stricktly connect with the AlpStore pilot activities in development in the province of Mantova.

5 Future Energy Storage
5.1

Storage Requirements

5.1.1 Short Term Storage

Short term storage could be realized at private/domestic level. New or requalified buildings need
short storages for heat (hot water from solar, geothermal and/or biomass systems for integration of
renewable energy in the heating system of the building) and power (storages for the pv, micro hydro
and/or wind systems production, to buy energy from the grid when it’s cheaper, also as EV mobile
batteries).

5.1.2 Long Term Storage
Renewable energy production will increase during the next years. Generation will become more diffused, distributed with small systems connected to the grid, and the management of dispatching ,
coordinating and balancing production and consumption will become more difficult, requiring a
stronger local control, using smart grid and appropriate storages.

5.2

Potentials for Regional Storage


Biogas digesters and storage tanks

There are two main possibilities to increase the number and the storage capacity of biogas tanks:
1. The realization of more plants in the country, arriving at 70 ÷ 100 plants (one or two for
each municipality) with a total power of about 100 MW. It could assure the production
of the 21% of the electric consumption in the province of Mantova, with a good distribution of plants, their production and emissions in the area. But it needs a big economic effort to implement an efficient district heating in each municipality to exploit the heat
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production of the plants. Smart grid and storage , both for heat and power, are the key
to integrate biogas production and local needs and consumption.
2. The IES refinery in Mantova faces a period of crisis due to the general economic crisis
and the to the European high reefing costs . This situation, together with the low acceptability of this plants so close to an ancient historical town, UNESCO world heritage site,
and with the awareness that the refinery is one of the main sources of employment of
the area, is generateing a debate on the future of the petrochemical industry in Mantova
and, more generally, of the local economy. A possible solution could connect the agricultural economy of the area (cereals and farms) with the energy consumption (heat and
power) of the town, using some of the big tanks already existing near the refinery, appropriately adjusted for the biogas production, as biogas digesters using most of all urban organic waste, manure and other agricultural waste. The dimension of the tanks and
the possibility to manage a collection of waste from the town and the province, could
justify the use of gas turbines instead of endothermic engines, increasing the efficiency.
The existing electric grid in the area is able to support with few investment the new renewable power, while heat could be used for the district heating that is already connected to the refinery. Alternatively, the filtered bio-methane could be also used directly in
the methane grid.


Power-to-Gas (methane in gas grid)

The introduction of national operative decree to use the bio-methane in the methane grid could be
very interesting to support the biogas production near the town and the villages of the area.


Power-to-Gas (hydrogen in gas grid)

The hydrogen grid is made for the refining processes of IES refinery. A change of destination of that
plant could also suggest new use of that grid.
Any long term storage application is expected about:


Power-to-Gas (hydrogen local)




Chemical storage (zeolite etc.)
Compressed air storage




Pump storage (regional in Alpine Space)
Pump storage (Scandinavia etc.)



Thermal energy storage systems – High temperature




Thermal energy storage systems – Low temperature
Thermal energy storage system - Water



Thermal energy storage system - Salt
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Thermal energy storage system – Materials like concrete, stones or sand




Flywheels (small-sized)
Flywheels (large-sized)



Mobile batteries (electric vehicles)

The new EV for privates and companies providing local public services should use in future Lithium or
red-ox batteries instead of lead-acid batteries.


Stationary batteries

A first application in Mantova will be tried with the AlpStore project, completing a EV charging station to store during the day the pv production o charge with it the EV during the night. It will be implemented and tested during the AlpStore project together with TEA under its provincial public lighting project (see Mantova Master Plan).

5.3

Benefits of Regional Energy Storage

economy – ecology - society

The possibility to store renewable energy inside the building to balance production and consumption
in terms of power, could produce benefits for the grid, reducing the request and the load peaks.

6 Framework for future Storage Systems
6.1

Governance

The draft of the new regional energy programme by Lombardy Region considers as strategic action
the introduction of domestic energy storages, not only for heat (hot water tanks), but also for electric energy, connected to domestic photovoltaic systems or other small renewable energy generators.
Therefore, the Region look with interest to the AlpStore project and will take part to the Symposium
planned in Mantova to better understand results and opportunities respect the new energy programme, that will be finalized and presented next September.
The Lombardy Region thinks that is too soon to invest on a net of charging station for EV, being the
market still too weak. On the other side, the development of a goo network of charging station could
stimulate the EV market.
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6.2

R&D activities

The activities of Sapio, companies that produces hyfrogen gas in Mantova, are: development of hydrogen bus (Torino), hydrogen cars, production and distribution (Zero Regio, Mantova), hydrogen
storage and grid (Arezzo), hydrogen park (Marghera Port), planning desk (Regione Lombardia), NEO
hydrogen Iveco Daily
The high school ITIS Fermi in Mantova realized during the last years in collaboration with the Province of Mantova and supported by AGIRE a hydrogen laboratory, with fuel cell, a small hydrogen high
pressure storage, connected with a small pv system and supplying the heating system of the laboratory, served by geothermal heat pump.

7 Master Plan
7.1

Objectives

7.1.1 Vision

The vision is to achieve the widespread adoption and use of EVs and PHEVs in Mantova by 2050 and,
if possible, well before, in order to provide significant reductions in GHG emissions and oil use. These
reductions must be achieved in an economically sustainable manner, where EVs and PHEVs and their
associated infrastructure achieve commercial success and meet the needs of consumers. The use of
storages represent the perfect system to connect local renewable production and local consumption,
also concerning sustainable mobility.
But how to create a smart city in a extended area as the province of Mantova, without the involvement of the national owner and manager of the electric grid (Terna/Enel) that is not interested in
investing in this area in smart grid innovation, being the grid already well developed? How to connect together local renewable energy production and local consumption, including the implementation of a new green mobility system, based on public and private EVs? Who can invest in a new grid,
storages, control and management systems?
On the other side, the public lighting service in province of Mantova is characterized by the fragmentation of management and ownership of the plants. This aspect represents a difficulty and this critical
situation is clearly demonstrated by the actual state of maintenance of the plants: the current management model isn’t able to finance the necessary maintenance especially in the difficult economic
situation in which the Municipalities find themselves.
TEA, the multi-utility company operating in the province of Mantova, is implementing a project for
the management of the public lighting systems of the municipalities of the province, based on the
renovation of the system, creatin on the lighting network a communication systems with smart ciy
services, including sustainable mobility services as EV charging stations.
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7.1.2 Goals
The project aims to improve the quality of the public illumination, assuring at the same time the increasing of the energy efficiency and saving, costs reduction for the municipalities, new services and
infrastructures as the wifi coverage, public security control system, information screens on tourism
and traffic and EV charging stations. These stations can be connected directly to the electric power
grid, or can be fed by the grid and by renewable energy plants, as pv and biogas systems, with a stationary battery able to store the renewable energy (when avaible during the day) that will supply the
EVs during the night. During the AlpStore project a charging station of this kind, with stationary batteries and a monitoring system to check the balance between the production of renewable energy
plants and the consumption of the chargin station, will be installed and tested to evaluate the opportunity to extend its schemes to the other charging stations of TEA public lighting project.

7.2

Regional Storage Park


Biogas digesters and storage tanks

The minimum thresholds to achieve in province of Mantova is about 100 MW of electric power and
about 70 plants. With the actual incentive system, only the electric energy that is provided to the grid
receives a fixed tariff. The recovered heat is difficult to use, because villages are not provided by district heating (with the exception of the town Mantova). In this scheme storages are not so important:
a small biogas storage is needed to store energy during the maintenance of the engines. For the future biogas plants the possibilities are:

1. Owner of the plants take part with the multi-utility in the realization of the district heating
network, or, at least, supply the hot water to the multi-utility at very low price. In this case a
larger biogas storage could be usefull, as a hot water tank.
2. New plants are developed near Mantova, maybe exploiting the tanks near IES refinery.
Power and heat could be inserted in the national electric grid and in the local district heating.
The TEA feeder project, in development, for the enlargement of the main district heating
pipelines to use the full power of the turbogas, provides also a new hot water tank of 1000
m3.
3. The gas can be used both to be sold directly in the gas grid after filtering , both to feed biomethane vehicles. For this scenario it’s fundamental a definition of technical and financial
rules with an applicant national decree. In this case biogas storages could be necessary.


Power-to-Gas (methane in gas grid)



Power-to-Gas (hydrogen in gas grid)
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The production of hydrogen by Sapio in Mantova and the existing grid for the connection with the
refinery represent an opportunity for the future of the energy system of Mantova. But it will need
investment on the grid and on fuel cells. The discussion about the future of the petrochemical area
during the next years will clarify the situation.


Power-to-Gas (hydrogen local)

Any significant role.



Chemical storage (zeolite etc.)

Any significant role.


Compressed air storage

The area of the province of Mantova and of the bordering province of Reggio Emilia, Modena and
Cremona are under investigation by ERG and STOGIT for the creation of underground pressure storage of different gas: for example methane in Rivara and Borolano, and CO2 in Poggio Rusco. But the
recent intense and prolonged seismic event, with magnitude 6 earthquakes, has slowed the procedure and it’s difficult to know if the storages will be realized. The connection between fracking and
heartquake is not completely to be excluded and more analyzes are needed.


Pump storage (regional in Alpine Space)

Any significant role.


Pump storage (Scandinavia etc.)

Any significant role.


Thermal energy storage systems – High temperature

Any significant role.


Thermal energy storage systems – Low temperature

Any significant role.
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Thermal energy storage system – Water

The low temperature thermal energy storage will be relevant both for the district heating of the
town, with the TEA Feeder project of 1500 m3 of hot water, and for the rest of the province with the
increasing of solar and geothermal systems for buildings that need hot water storages to optimize
the heating plants.


Thermal energy storage system – Salt

Any significant role.


Thermal energy storage system – Materials like concrete, stones or sand

Any significant role.


Flywheels (small-sized)

Any significant role.


Flywheels (large-sized)

Any significant role.


Mobile batteries (electric vehicles)

EVs number will increase in few years, and with it the number of mobile batteries. Also their quality
will change: the common lead-acid batteries will be substituted in the new EV by Red-Ox and lithiumion batteries, and their costs will be more accessible. The creation of a network of public charging
stations in the town and in some villages of the province of Mantova could stimulate also the local
private EV market.


Stationary batteries

The spread of EVs will make available on the market in few years a lot of exhausted mobile batteries,
not able to be used on EVs because of the reduction of the autonomy. But they could be restored to
be used as stationary batteries, putting together serially more batteries, creating efficient storages of
high voltage, able to store more energy. They will be perfect to store renewable energy (for example
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during the day from pv systems) in the EV charging stations to be used when it’s necessary, for example during the night. The keys to obtain these results are:

 The costs reduction of the restored batteries.
 The success of the AlpStore pilot activity, with an EV charging station equipped with a stationary
battery to be connected in a Virtual Power System together with PV plants, in order to use their
energy production to charge the stationary battery and, in different time, the mobile batteries of
EVs, monitoring the efficiency of the energy balance of the system.

7.3

Storage Roadmap

7.3.1 Measures and Projects
TEA, the multi-utility company operating in the province of Mantova, is implementing a project for
the management of the public lighting systems of the municipalities of the province, based on the
renovation of the system, creatin on the lighting network a communication systems with smart ciy
services, including sustainable mobility services as EV charging stations.
TEA, whose shareholders are the Municipalities of the Province of Mantova, supplies public services
(including also the Public Lighting); it is a private society with total public participation, operating
under the civil law.
Tea has become promoter of the Provincial Public Lighting project, deciding to manage this local public service with economical relevance following the model of Public Private Partnership (PPPI) foreseen by the Community Laws (ref. Interpretative Note of European Community N. C (2007) 6661
5/2/2008).
This model (PPPI) has already been used by the TEA Group for the management of the different local
public services, as the waste management.
The Public Private Partnership for the management of Public Lighting will be achieved through the
creation of a New Company in which Tea holds the 60% of shares and the Operative Partner the remaining 40%.
The Operative Partner will be remunerated over the 20 years of the validity of the commitment,
through the fee paid by the Municipalities to the New Company following the scheme outlined below:
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Figure 44 TEA Rete Luce management

The new public-private company will:
 Renovate the public lighting system (grid, lamps, equipments)installing the best available
technologies to ensure efficiency, energy saving, new smart services
 redeem the plants of Public Lighting owned by a third party;
 provide ordinary and extraordinary maintenance;
 Supply energy;
 Manage the network including new smart grid services, as:
o

WiFi;

o Use of infrastructure to support tourism (Unesco area);
o Sustainable mobility;
o Territorial control;
o Traffic and plants (water towers, gas cabs, waste areas, etc.) control;
o Special communication (hospitals/schools).
The renovation of the public lighting grid includes the installation of a communication system, extended as the public lighting network and based on PLC, and the installation of charging stations for
EVs.
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Nowadays, about 30 municipalities in the province of Mantova have joined the project, including
Mantova. The deadline to take part to the tender for the selection of the private partner is 27 July
2013. The project will start in Autumn with the first steps of the requalification of the network.

The AlpStore pilot activity in Mantova will be an experimentation on one EV charging station in the
town, equipping it with a stationary battery and connecting it in a Virtual Power System (VPS) with
PV systems, in order to use in different time the energy produced by the sun to charge the electric
vehicles. Cost analysis, efficiency of the system, control of the VPS energy balance are the features to
be
considered
for
the
evaluation
of
the
local
AlpStore
experimentation.

7.3.2 Timelines, milestones and Controlling
The TEA lighting project has this timelines:

1) Analysis of the consistency, status quo and quality of the public lighting systems in the municipalities of the province of Mantova, management and legal situations, requirements of the municipalities also in terms of smart city additional services: year 2012/2013.
2) Pre-proposal, proposal and agreement with the applicant municipalities: year 2012/2013.
3) Public tender to find the private partner: 24th April 2013 – 26th July 2013.
4) Selection of the private partner for the new company TEA Rete Luce: Autumn 2013.
5) Start of the grid renovation: January 2014
6) Installation of the EV charging station equipped with battery and connected with VPS for the AlpStore pilot activity: within June 2014.
7) Monitoring and analysis of the AlpStore pilot activity: within December 2014.
8) End of the grid renovation: from 2 to 5 years.
9) Management and maintenance of the public lighting systems: 20 years.
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7.4

Implementation Structure

7.4.1 Performance framework and criteria for storage strategies, plans and pilots

The general framework is the public lighting project in the municipalities of the province of Mantova
managed by TEA Rete Luce for the next 20 years. The structure is the renewed public lighting systems
(with new lamps based on led and other best available technologies) equipped and used as ITC system to supply new smart city services: security cameras, information displays, Wi-Fi devices, charging stations for electric vehicles. In this contest, the AlpStore pilot activity consists in the addition to
one charging station of a stationary battery and its connection to a Virtual Power System that includes different kinds of renewable energy sources, as photovoltaic and biogas.

Figure 45 Intelligent infrastructures for efficient electromobility
(http://www.usa.siemens.com/electromobility/electromobility.html)
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7.4.2 Options for storage strategies, plans and pilots

The options are about the choice of users:
 kind of electric vehicles (bikes, scooters, cars or special vehicles – buses, trucks);
 kind of users (public or privates);
 locations (positions of the EV charging stations in the province and in the single town or village, and in particular the localtion of the AlpStore pilot activity);
 technology (different kind of charging stations are available);
 technological suppliers;
 size, power, number of chargeable EV at the same time (strictly connected with the choice of
EV and the location that influence the charging time);
 About the AlpStore pilot activity: kind of stationary battery (new or regenerated, voltage and
capacity, technology – Red-ox, lithium-ion, lead-acid, other. The choice will be influenced by
costs);
 VPS to be connected: the one already existing in Suzzara and developed by the AlpEnergy
project or a new one composed by TEA RES plants.

Figure 46 Toyota City Model Eco District gets solar-powered EV charging station
(http://newelectriccars2014.com/toyota-city-model-eco-district-gets-solar-powered-ev-charging-station/)
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7.4.3 Ideal Implementation Structure in the Region

The ideal implementation in a long term vision is a structure based on the public lighting system extended at all the municipalities of the province, with a large number of public EV charging station
distributed in each village of the area. The charging stations, equipped with stationary batteries, are
connected by VPS with renewable energy plants owned and managed by the structure manager, that
provides the charging service, assuring the renewable energy supply for the electric vehicles.

Figure 47 Charging Infrastructure that utilizes ICT
(http://uk.nec.com/en_GB/global/environment/energy/charge.html)
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